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 Flesh Trade

 Alfonso Lingis

 Lingis teaches philosophy at the

 Pennsylvania State University.

 He is the author often books,

 the latest being Dangerous

 Emotions (2000).

 Postindustrial civilization requires citi
 zens not primarily as producers, but as
 consumers.Technology puts raw mate

 rials to new uses and produces new materi
 als?plastics, fiberglass, silicon. It contrives

 methods to use energy ever more efficiently
 and releases new sources of energy. It pro
 gressively replaces both the labor force and
 the skills of workers. The critical problem in
 industrialized late-capitalist societies is no
 longer production; what disrupt these soci
 eties are Umits in the markets for their ever

 increasing production. The portion of the
 exchange-value of the products which is dis
 tributed to the workers as wages limits their
 ability to buy up all the products they pro
 duce; outside markets have to be found in
 colonies and non-industrialized countries.
 Thus the pressure to open up China, the pro
 tectionist nations of the former Soviet Union

 and Latin America, and now Africa, the
 whole planet, to market the ever expanding
 production of the most advanced economies.
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 Alfonso Lingis 9

 There is a potlatch side to technological capitalism. The consumers in
 China, the former Soviet Union, and Latin America have limited funds with

 which to buy up all the excess production of the most advanced economies.
 These limits to consumption continue to cause recurrent recessions and
 crises, when many industries shut down. The excess of productive capacity
 over the buying power of consumers has been regularly absorbed by military
 production, which does not have to find markets, which is detonated in wars
 or left to rust in peacetime.

 Free trade, the global market, is the post-Cold-War method devised to
 maintain maximum production in the most advanced economies and fore
 stall recessions and depressions in them. But it is further argued that it ben
 efits people in the peripheral zones. It supplies them with products produced
 far beyond their borders and, by exciting a demand for those products, it
 motivates the creation of new export industries in those backward countries
 to pay for them.

 It is not only consumer goods that are exchanged. The globalized econ
 omy has opened a planetary market in capital in the great stock exchange
 buildings of hub cities, where capital is invested or withdrawn from remote
 regions. Information, databases, and computer programs are bought and sold.
 And cultural productions?symbolic structures, those myths created in a few
 months in Hollywood superproductions, rights to broadcast the Olympic
 Games, the Superbowl, boxing matches?are exported globally. To a very
 large measure the consumer goods themselves that are globally marketed are
 purchased not so much for their use value as for their symbolic value. When
 Muscovites flock to McDonalds, when Japanese give up fish for fat steak din
 ners, when Cubans buy Marlboro cigarettes, when Indonesians shed their
 sarongs for blue jeans and short skirts, they are not buying better food, ciga
 rettes, clothing than what was available locally; they are buying membership
 in the global market of signs.

 Free trade, the global market is proclaimed to have a very profound eth
 ical value. It is by connecting the Russians and the Chinese with the

 Americans in a network of commercial transactions that these populations
 will have an interest in the peaceful coexistence that the decades of ther
 monuclear terror did not bring about. All the campaigns of intellectuals to
 promote mutual understanding through cultural exchanges prove to be but
 a superstructure that could be seated only on the real humanity, which is
 economic. It is not by an ideological assent to notions of universal human
 rights that men and women recognize men and women everywhere as mem
 bers of a common humanity, but by the recognition of rules and obligations
 which are intrinsic to commercial transactions.Through interaction with one
 another in the exchange of consumer goods and symbolic systems, governed
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 10 College Literature 28.1 (Winter 2001)

 by rules, enforcing obligations, peoples all over the planet are forming for the
 first time one human community, one humanity.

 For each of us today, our humanity is bound up with the market imper
 ative. In marketing material and symbolic goods and services with one
 another, we are maintaining ourselves human in humanity. Thus the harness
 ing of the unlimited sources of nuclear energy and the ever-increasing robo
 tization of manufacture are not ushering in a leisure society. Instead the rich
 est nation the planet has ever seen puts top priority on full employment and
 the abolition of the welfare society, putting single mothers to work. Whoever
 does not have the funds to consume falls to the state of lawless subhumani

 ty without rights and obligations.
 Karl Marx had supposed that when destitute individuals recognized that

 their very destitution was common to them, they would unite and fight to
 overthrow their oppressors, in the name of bare humanity. The overriding,
 sovereign right would be found in naked humanity. The new humanity built
 in the global market recognizes no such claim. Let instead the desperate

 Cambodians, the Afghans, the Rwandans, and the separatist Indonesians fight
 one another and generate a market for weapons; in that way they will arouse
 an interest on the part of global humanity. Today the American, French,

 Russian, and Chinese weapons manufacturers are marketing new lines of
 low-tech, light-weight automatic rifles that can be carried by the malnour
 ished bodies of Kurds, Sierra Leoneans, Liberians, and Eritreans.

 Exchanges

 It may indeed seem that exchange of goods and services is as old as
 humanity, and the original form of association among the first humans. The
 other primates form bands bound together by a basic intraspecies attrac
 tion, affection, and sexual interest, as well as for defense. But human soci

 eties are formed inasmuch as humans are interdependent on one another
 in the daily practice of exchange of goods and services. Societies are
 exchange systems, and the first recognition of promises, obligations, and
 debts in the market is the basis for all subsequent development of societies
 governed by internal laws.

 Yet Friedrich Nietzsche and anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss have
 both argued that the original and fundamental market at the basis of society
 is not the exchange of commodities, but the exchange of people.

 Anthropologists find the incest taboo wherever they find societies. Freud
 sought its origin in the emotions of individuals; so severe a prohibition could
 have been set up only to counter a correspondingly intense desire.This desire
 is the human infant's primary affective and erotic attachment to his or her
 parents, and the parents' very special attachment to an infant that was once
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 part of their bodies. Claude Levi-Strauss instead focused attention on the
 positive effect of the incest taboo. He declares that the incest taboo is the uni
 versal law of society?the law that produces a society. The incest taboo is to
 be sure a prohibition; it decrees that an individual must not marry within his
 own family, his extended family. Positively, it decrees that the parents must
 find a spouse for their son or daughter outside the household. It divides every
 clan into two and sets up an exchange of sons and daughters between the two

 moieties. A son or a daughter is an economic asset to a family; they contribute
 work and resources to that family; the son hunts, the daughter gardens and
 weaves. The head of the household who goes to another household to obtain
 a spouse for his son will have to compensate that household for its loss. He
 may well not have a daughter to give in exchange. The father will bring a
 bride price. The two families will agree to assist one another with house-rais
 ing and defense against their enemies. Theirs will be a permanent economic
 and political alliance, a first society. The regulated exchange between house
 holds, clans, and moieties, of daughters and sons as spouses is the basis for a
 regulated exchange of goods and services between the households.

 Prior to this founding pact, whereby daughters and sons are exchanged
 between households and moieties, we should not look for something more
 basic and more fundamental, which would be the exchange of goods and
 services. In fact among hunting-foraging peoples, everyone hunts and forages
 for himself and for his or her children. As among the other primates, bonds
 of affection between several would motivate some sharing of food and shel
 ter. An occasional windfall, when a hunter or forager comes upon far more
 than he or she needs or can use, would result in sharing. But these occasion
 al, casual cases of sharing do not give rise to rules, promises, and obligations.
 They exhibit herd bonds, not social relations.

 Friedrich Nietzsche makes us understand that what the man who goes
 to the market wants is pleasure. He wants not simply yams or a sheepskin in
 their material nature, but the pleasure of a tasty meal of roasted yams, the
 pleasure of warm sheepskin bedding. A human body is also a source of pleas
 ure. It is indeed the primary pleasure-producing substance. Stroking one's
 own body arouses shimmerings and spasms of pleasure. Someone else's body
 is also a possible source of pleasure?indeed the pleasure of another's body is
 greater than that of anything else he or she could give us. From infancy we
 experience the pleasure of contact with our mother's breast and arms, expe
 rience the pleasure of wrestling with playmates. Freud declared that the
 orgasmic interpenetration of human bodies is the greatest and most intense
 pleasure a human can know. The first market structure begins when one
 offers one's body as a pleasure-object for something in exchange?another's
 body, or pleasures taken to be equivalent. Thus a hunter in Africa or in the
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 Arctic who brings a huge load of game to a household that is not in a posi
 tion to offer him equivalent goods in return may ask to spend the night with
 the daughter of the house. And across the world today, men who have mate
 rial riches exchange them with procurers for the voluptuous pleasure of
 nights with women or with other men.

 Levi-Strauss envisions daughters and sons essentially as economic assets,
 producers and reproducers. He does not envision the particular take a suitor
 may have on a prospective marriage partner's body as a source of pleasure. To
 be sure, a man wants a woman to plant a garden and cook his meals so that
 he can hunt wild boar. But it is because her body is a prime generator of
 voluptuous pleasure that men compete with one another, offering her par
 ents greater and greater piles of material goods for her now and later, and this
 suitor needs a big garden and time to hunt wild boar.

 A market begins where the exchange of goods and services is governed
 by rules, where the exchange is not necessarily immediate but delayed across
 time, when there are promises, contracts, and obligations?and when these
 are enforced. It is on how they are enforced that Nietzsche fixed his atten
 tion. It is with physical punishment that unsatisfied market obligations are
 paid. What is behind this strange practice that allows someone who has not
 received the goods he has contracted for to punish the debtor, to inflict pain
 on him? How is it, Nietzsche asks, that someone who contracted for yams or
 for a sheepskin is satisfied if his debtor suffers pain?

 We want pleasure?but each of us can turn suffering into pleasure. Our
 bodies know how to turn their pain into pleasure?know how to turn the
 tensions and aching muscles of a climb into vibrant sensuality. Our bodies

 would not sustain our foul moods unless they turned them into a morose sat
 isfaction. From infancy our bodies knew how to turn being chased and being
 thrown to the ground gasping for breath into heightened exhilaration. Freud
 noted that any activity that involves a shattering of built-up physical and psy
 chic structures produces orgasmic excitement?he cites intellectual strain,
 verbal disputes, wrestling with playmates, and railway travel.

 And each of our bodies knows how to experience the suffering, the
 pain, of another body as pleasure. How we grin with satisfaction before the
 intimidated, anxious eyes of another! How we laugh when we see someone

 whose stern look and words blocked our way now skidding and collapsing
 on the polished floor!

 This man took the pig I brought back from the hunt and contracted to
 bring a sheepskin or a full sack of yams next market day. He could not or
 would not deliver, and he had fed his family with my pig. Copulating with
 him would give me no pleasure, and he has no daughter. So I beat him with
 my spear until he is bloody and groveling at my feet. And this pleasure?the
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 pleasure of beating him, the pleasure of seeing him bloody and groveling?I
 find equivalent to the pleasure of the sheepskin or yams owed me. A punk
 adolescent broke into our apartment. The cops caught him, but he had
 already sold our hi-fi set and collection of CDs to buy drugs that he has
 already used up. How our bored bodies in the comfort of our living rooms
 bristle with pleasure when on the evening news we see him brought hand
 cuffed into the court and, it being his third strike, sentenced to prison for life!

 A market is not simply a place where pigs and yams or a sheepskin trade
 places of themselves. It is a place where humans contract with one another
 for pleasures. The pledges are made with their bodies. The calculations of
 equivalences, the rules, the obligations that govern the exchange of material
 goods are based on the more fundamental marketing of human bodies as
 pleasure-obj ects.

 Levi-Strauss takes the regulated exchange of spouses between house
 holds and moieties to be the first and fundamental form of market society.
 He does not see that the particular take a suitor may have on a prospective
 marriage partner's body as a source of pleasure can determine essentially dif
 ferent forms of daughter and son exchange, and thus essentially different fun
 damental forms of society.

 Anthropologist Shirley Lindenbaum distinguishes in the Melanesian area
 three basic forms of marriage transaction, corresponding to three different
 takes on the human body. In the first form what is being contracted for, and
 given in exchange, is body fluids. In the second form, body parts. In the third
 form, it is the productive forces of the body, its ability to produce wealth. This
 may evolve to a fourth form, where it is external wealth itself that is
 exchanged as a token and pledge of those productive forces.

 Note that these are structurally different types of transaction for bodies,
 and involve different takes on the human body as a pleasure-producing sub
 stance. The first is not the most primitive, neither chronologically nor struc
 turally, and the last is not the most advanced. We can easily find all four kinds
 of transactions in our Western societies today.

 Body Fluids

 The people anthropologist Gilbert Herdt pseudonymously named
 Sambia to protect them were found to practice the first kind of transaction?
 transaction with body fluids (1982, 17-27, 52-53; 1981).

 The Sambia of Papua-New Guinea live without rulers in autonomous
 compounds. Sambia society is a dual economy; the men hunt and forage and
 also maintain their secret orchards; the women garden. Men eat male food,
 the male milk of the pandanus trees they themselves cultivate and tend and
 game from the hunt. They cook and eat together in the men's house.
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 Relations among men are fiercely egalitarian. Their combats, without battle
 chiefs or strategies are not wars for territory, booty, or women but feasts of
 ferocious individualism. Women garden, and eat what they raise. A married
 woman lives in her own house with her children. Her husband may visit her
 for sex, but he returns to the men's house to sleep. A wife, taken from anoth
 er compound, remains bound to her own family, and in time of conflict she

 may lend her force to theirs.The transaction does not deliver over the whole

 woman to the ownership of the husband. The parents do not properly speak
 ing educate their sons; they will be initiated by the whole clan into the skills
 and tasks of each stage of their development. Mothers keep their daughters

 with them and educate them into the ways of women.
 The primary social act is that of the young man who goes to another

 compound to transact for a woman. For the sister he takes from them, he
 pledges to one of her brothers his niece for that brother's son. And he will
 now give her younger brothers, those from seven to sixteen years old, of his
 male essence; he will give them his penis to suck in order that they, weaned
 from the female milk of their mother, will have the male milk they need to
 become men.

 For among the Sambia the essence of life is fluid; it is in blood, female
 milk, and male milk. Human bodies are not producers of fluid but conduits
 of fluids. The milk-sap of the pandanus trees, the milk of female nature, is
 suckled by men; in their bodies it transubstantiates into the male milk of their
 penises. Men give the milk of their penises to boys that they may grow into
 men. When these boys are filled with the milk of men to the point that the
 milk flows in their penises, they will give it orally to young girls, until the
 milk fills them and their breasts swell. Then when the excess blood of the

 women begins to flow from their vaginas, the husbands will pump into it
 their male milk. They will fill them continually day after day as the child
 coagulates in this mix of female blood and male milk. The infant is their
 coproduction. Mature male and female bodies among the Sambia are paral
 lel, both conduits of fluids, giving their milk to infants that they may grow
 into women and men. Men are men when they give male milk to women
 and to boys; when it ceases to flow they loose their maleness and become
 neuter or sexually indeterminate. Male and female identity is in the flow and
 is itself a fluid identity.

 Among the Sambia body fluids do not flow freely; they are coded,
 metered out. The fundamental act of association that organizes society is a
 transaction with portions of the self, fluid portions of a fluid self.

 Manhattan. We both have careers. We have networks of friends; the city
 is a compound of theaters, galleries, cafes, and discos. His job takes him to
 Chicago, LA, Berlin,Tokyo; business account dinners, hotels, singles bars. My
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 job requires me to dress chic, to have dinner with advertising executives and
 out-of-town talent scouts.We own a private Key Club: our apartment on the
 Upper West Side. It was done by a decorator. I don't cook, neither of us does
 housework; we go out or call in to eat, have a maid. We have no children.We
 fuck with a condom. I have a vibrator and a dildo and rights to his ass. He
 gives head; I give head. He nibbles on my tits; I bite his. We frenchkiss in the
 elevator, in the taxi, at lunch break when we meet in the Japanese restaurant
 halfway between his office and mine. All the juice between us! His nervous
 circuitry is connected to the neon map of my Big Apple, my dreams navigate
 about the contours of his private movies, my steps move with the rhythms of
 the songs he has in his heart, his wit and nonsense ricochets off mine. Our
 talk is an idiolect of clandestine allusions, private jokes, whimsical tax
 onomies, and perverse explanations. We team up for picaresque escapades in
 the halls and desks of office buildings, for island-hopping adventures on
 Caribbean cruise ships. Between us all the sophisticated and perverse and
 debauched emotions get rolled back and forth?an ocean in an illuminated
 plastic box with a small motor tilting it back and forth.

 Body Parts

 Many societies of the Eastern Highlands of Irian Jaya illustrate the sec
 ond kind of society, characterized by transaction for body parts
 (Lindenbaum, 337-61).

 The high valley in Eastern Highlands of Irian Jaya is wet from the rains
 that collect about the mountains above and the melting ice. The people have
 dug deep trenches and created raised flats for gardens. It is very laborious, but
 the only season here is springtime and the crops do not fail. The women do
 not gather foodstuffs from the forest; they are skilled in the arts of gardening.
 They have learned to maintain the fertility of the soil by throwing the weeds
 into the trenches, and scooping up the rotted masses to spread back on the

 flats for the new planting. They raise yams, rich in nutrients, as the staple and
 many kinds of vegetables to garnish them. All the labor, save for the actual
 digging of trenches and turning over the flats after a harvest, is done by

 women. The agricultural prosperity of the women separates them economi
 cally from the men, whose domain is the forests above rich in game. The men
 depart into the forests and return with feasts of game. Men are hunters and
 head-hunters.

 A young man of the Eastern Highlands walks with the arms of the most
 noble and fierce lords of the jungle in the perforated lobes of his ears, his nos
 trils, his arms, his penis: tusks of wild boars, the beaks of cassowaries with

 whom he has contended, the claws and plumes of eagles, and shells he has
 braved long treks down the slippery paths of the dangerous jungle to obtain
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 from alien people who plunge into the shark-patrolled ocean for them. He
 is a warrior. The combats in which he participates are Aztec flower-wars, or
 rather bird-of-paradise wars, exultant ceremonial feasts, where each is his
 own chief, elaborates his own strategy, and celebrates his own triumph. In the
 clash with the people on the other side of the ravine, he pursued and killed
 the one with boar's tusks through his nostrils and an array of glittering black
 bird-of-paradise plumes on his head, the most brave of their warriors. He cut
 off the head of the one he vanquished, stripped it of its flesh and brain, and
 has hung it over his door. He has eaten of the cadaver, whose pride and feroc
 ity now smolder in him.

 Now he is going to the other settlement?with which one season and
 against which another season the men of his settlement fight?for a wife.

 He is bringing her father and brothers the tusks, fangs, shells, and plumes
 he will amputate from his body. These he will graft to their nostrils, ears,
 arms, head, enhancing their male power as hunters, incorporating in them
 the weapons and power of the lordliest animals of the mountains and seas.
 They will take him as his son and their brother and give him the father's
 daughter, their sister.

 Guido was born in Sicily, dropped out of high school, spent time in
 prison first for stealing a motorcycle, then for stealing a BMW and driving it
 in a 100-kilometer race through the mountains chased by the police. The
 race was watched on the television news by Pablo Padrone, the local Mafia
 capo. Pablo himself visited Guido in prison, and a month later Guido was
 free. Pablo arranged to have him train as a Formula One racer. In Le Mans
 he placed second only to the fabled Brazilian Aryton Sena.

 In Milan, Giovanni Bossi is the owner of a small company founded by
 his grandfather manufacturing luxury automobiles. The company has done
 well through thick and thin, its cars known to an elite of old money and jun
 ior executives of multinational corporations. The public has never seen
 Giovanni; his face is not known in the marble-sheathed lounges where the
 destiny of Italy is shaped. Giovanni has been several times pressured to merge
 with great automobile manufacturing companies and offered prospects of
 vastly increased markets. But for Giovanni the family pride, his pride, is
 attached to producing something as refined and aristocratic as a Samurai
 sword, something the whole world will be in awe of. He contacts Guido; will
 he drive one of Giovanni's cars in the Rio Grand Prix? He sees Guido's

 furtive glances at his daughter Julia, and sees also Julia casting fascinated
 glances at Guido. He already knows he will walk down the sumptuous cathe
 dral of Milan before everyone who counts in Parliament and in Italy to
 escort his daughter Julia in marriage to his new vice-president. He will arrive
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 with Julia at the cathedral in the racing car Guido drove in Rio, his hair
 disheveled by the wind like the mane of a lion.

 Productive Bodies

 Many societies in the Western cordillera of Papua-New Guinea illustrate
 the third kind of transaction?for bodies productive of wealth.

 In the Western Highlands women are skilled in the extensive cultivation
 of crops and in addition have domesticated large herds of pigs. The women
 are rich. What the men can bring back by hunting in the forests is neither
 bountiful nor reliable. But the men have monopolized the sacred rituals and
 the ideological superstructure of society. Since acquiring a woman is acquir
 ing a producer of external wealth, men are motivated to acquire more than
 one spouse. With status in the ritual and political sphere, men can traffic with
 other men for the acquisition of many women.

 This young man has undergone the seventh-stage initiation and has been
 accepted into the clan; he knows the secret myths and rituals of the men. For
 him to acquire a wife is to acquire a producer of wealth, but he must also
 acquire status in the ritual and political sphere. He is a man; now he will
 become a "big man." It is the daughter of an important man he sets out to
 acquire for a wife. By entering into the household of a man of status and

 wealth and guardian of sacred rituals, he will be able to acquire more wives,
 and more wealth.

 He will perfect his prowess in the hunt; his father will call upon men
 indebted to him, until he can put before the important man and his sons a
 pile of rare shells, ritual objects, or insignia of status and large quantities of
 game. They will demonstrate his male power to acquire wealth in the hunt
 and through his political connections. The shells, ritual objects, and insignia

 will not be grafted to the bodies of the prospective father- and brothers-in
 law; they will be added to their family treasure. The game will be consumed
 in potlatch feasts in which the father-in-law extends his connections with
 other men and their obligations to him. What the suitor brings is his body,

 which is that of a "big man;" what he offers is wealth that makes the father
 in-law yet more of a "big man."

 In this century such Melanesian societies have entered into relationship
 with Western societies. Food production in the village is supplied by the
 women; with game scarce and headhunting suppressed, the young men are
 drawn off to the plantations and the mines of the white men. They work for

 wages while the white men control the productive resources and the equip
 ment. They really cannot use their wages to acquire productive wealth, plan
 tations, or mines, and the profitable plantation crops cannot be grown in their

 Highlands homeland. What they use their wages for is metal-buckled belts,
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 wrist watches, gaudy and macho clothing, eventually motorcycles, which
 they will take back to their villages to offer as bride-price in exchange for

 women, the local wealth-producers. The fathers-in-law add these things to
 the hoard of shells, ritual objects, and insignia that constitute status within

 male society. Fining his compound with the sumptuary objects of white male
 prestige, the big man extends his prestige to white male society also. For the
 greatest male power a father can have is to be the headman of the village
 with whom the white labor-recruiter will have to deal.

 The white men have a society in the region. Their connections, the var
 ious kinds of debts to them other big white men may have acquired, enable
 them to become big men. They contract with other white big men for pro
 ductive property, for plantations, mines, shipping vessels. They enter into
 transactions with the native big men for black laborers for their plantations
 and their mines. The raw materials these laborers extract and the commodi

 ties they harvest, the white men market for a profit, which they invest in
 equipment for more profit. As resources they supply one's needs; as property
 that produces more property, they materialize one's independence, freedom
 of initiative, status.

 Here what figures in transactions is not one's body fluids, one's enhanced
 body parts, but one's "big man" body?the treasure one has and the connec
 tions one has with other big men that give one's body social power. In the
 case of the Melanesian big men their wealth is unproductive; it is consumed
 in feasts that expand one's connections with other households and big men
 and their obligations to oneself. In the case of the white big men, their

 wealth is productive of more material wealth, which they also use to extend
 their connections and make junior partners, rivals bought out, and bankers
 obligated to them.

 Big men marry among their own kind. When a suitor goes to his
 prospective father-in-law, he goes with his big man body; he is the eldest son
 of a plantation. He has connections: he is an officer of the Raj whose father
 is a General; he is the Oxford-educated son of a prominent London lawyer.
 Their marriages are alliances or mergers between plantations, mines, and
 shipping companies.

 Lounge bar in Sao Paulo. Skyview restaurant in Berlin. Fashionable club
 in New York. Where we professional, affluent, broad-minded, health-con
 scious, cultivated, sensitive white males meet educated, financially independ
 ent, street-wise, liberated, caring women. We are not, like savages, or like
 fiances, just showing off body parts. One has to present oneself, represent
 oneself, the "in" way. It is by going to certain clubs, stepping out of limou
 sines or off Harley-Davidsons, by the suave or swaggering choreography of
 our gestures, by an intricate rhetoric of allusion and multiple things never
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 alluded to, that one's body attracts attention. Our bodies with their tinted
 contact lenses and hair implants, diamond chokers or razor blades, designer
 gowns or leather jackets, represent us. The invisible raiment our choreo
 graphed movements weaves about our bodies and the sophisticated lighting
 our sparkling allusions project upon our bodies enhance our bodies with our
 training, education, business acumen, and connections. We are amused by the
 TVs, the starlets, and the nerds who also deck themselves out with these
 things, the instant-executive, instant-fashion-model or instant-punk from

 Kansas or Belgium, come from an afternoon's shopping in the Upper East
 Side or in Soho. It helps to really have a degree from Princeton, an execu
 tive job at Apple, to be an editor of Ms or a dancer in Chippendale's. Vassar
 graduate on a date with a French yachtsman. Hollywood surgeon on a date
 with British novelist. Our lean, tanned, designer-clad bodies are the embod
 iments of a trend, a caste, the action, an empire.You get established in a career,
 you build up a business, you build a home that represents success. With these
 you have credit, can get loans and can transact for more productive wealth.

 What Aristotle Onassis produced with all his wealth generating wealth is
 Aristotle Onassis. A name with which he gets a Kennedy, not the hottest
 woman there is, but the woman that represents all that Camelot America is.

 Potlatch

 Is it really true that exchange of goods and services is as old as humani
 ty, and the original form of association among the first humans? Is it really
 true that societies are exchange systems, and the first recognition of promis
 es, obligations, and debts in the market is the basis for all subsequent devel
 opment of societies governed by internal laws? Is it really true that, as

 Nietzsche wrote,

 setting prices, determining values, contriving equivalences, exchanging?
 these preoccupied the earliest thinking of man to so great an extent that in
 a certain sense they constitute thinking as such: here it was that the oldest
 kind of astuteness developed; here likewise, we may suppose, did human
 pride, the feeling of superiority in relation to other animals, have its first
 beginnings? (Nietzsche 1989,70)

 A friend of mine, a Jewish corporate lawyer working in New York, had
 a bumper sticker on his car that read: fesus Saves. But Moses Invests. God, of
 course, who has unUmited wealth, does neither; he is a gambler. A squander
 er. In fact the market was founded by such a god.

 You are a hunter, you are a forager, you have also produced some
 things?made a canoe out of sealskins, a blanket out of fox fur. You have had
 luck in the hunt; the season was a good one this year and there was an abun
 dance of things to forage. You had luck to be born in this region of abun
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 dance, in this community. You had luck to be born vigorous and without
 birth defects, to have escaped crippling diseases, luck to have keen eyes, the
 vibrant energy that is attracted by the distances, to have been gifted with skill
 and flair. Luck in foraging and in the hunt confirms one's sense of the good
 fortune of one's birth, one's vigor, one's keen eyes and flair. Luck comes to
 the lucky.

 The sense of good luck is joyous. The proof of being lucky that comes
 in the lucky find or lucky hunt makes one's happiness a joy of existing. Joy
 is a release out of oneself, an onrush of vibrant energy that breaks out of one's

 preoccupation with oneself and bounds forth to the distances. The happiness
 of good luck is realized, is real, is released in laughter. Laughter exists and
 extends outside.

 The excitement of hunting does not come from the assurance of know
 ing you will be successful; it was the excitement of the gamble in which you
 risked coming back with nothing or even being killed. Gardening is drudg
 ery; foraging is exciting, for there are poisonous vipers out there in the thick
 ets where berries grow. Women laugh at night over a leopard that stalked
 them, a horny guy that chased them over the rapids of the river.

 You were lucky in the hunt, killed a wild boar; you were lucky in forag
 ing, came back with a whole load of mangoes. You will part with them. The

 man who killed a wild boar will feel the recklessness and freedom of parting
 with it?even if he would get in exchange a pile of grain which he will con
 sume in a couple of months, and which already is an admission, though hav
 ing been lucky today, of not being a lucky guy. The woman who parts with the
 splendid blanket she made of bark fiber dyed with multicolored berries osten
 tatiously demonstrates she has no need of it. Parting with one's wild boar, one's
 splendid blanket fills one with the reckless exultation of wagering that one is
 on a lucky streak, that one is someone blessed by fortune.

 One gives them away to those who need them?food and a blanket for
 one's children and aged grandparents. But one gives them away to those who
 do not need them: one spreads out one's finest blanket and covers it with
 food and, laughing, calls everyone to days and nights of feasting.

 The buyer is always humble. One is humiliated in having to admit one had
 no luck in the hunt and has to go buy a coat from the lucky one with the fox
 skin, in having to buy an ordinary basket just to carry one's foodstuffs.

 The one who has a polar bear skin to part with, or a woven blanket, is
 lucky, and knows his existence blessed by fortune by his inward feeling of
 happiness. His or her proof of his or her continued good fortune is in part
 ing with the polar bear skin, the woven blanket, wagering that he or she is
 on a lucky streak. This ostentatious parting at a loss is glory. Those who are
 humiliated and defied by this unabashed parting with goods, honor and bow
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 to good fortune in their very humiliation and strive to prove themselves
 equal to that good fortune.

 In a community where everybody knows everybody, the one who parts
 with his fox coat or fine blanket defies the others. He or she will find his or

 her equal in the one who has a polar bear skin to part with, the one who has
 a yet finer blanket woven of brightly colored bark fabric to throw into the
 feast. Reckless joy spreads by contagion, like laughter.

 It is this impulse to part with goods one has acquired by luck that is at
 the origin of the market. The market is originally the place where one shows
 off one's luck, affirms that one is lucky by undergoing loss. Like a gambler
 who stakes all his winnings on the turn of the wheel, one proves one's luck
 by staking it. One brings in a winter's collection of beaver hides, sells them
 to abject buyers, to merchants everybody disdains, spends everything on food
 and drinks for one's peers and nights of voluptuousness, and sets forth gaily
 for the forest again.

 To be sure, the market is also a place where the humble barter for basic
 necessities. But the market is not the arena created and ruled by what
 Nietzsche calls thinking as such?ratio, reckoning, setting prices, determin
 ing values, contriving equivalences. The merchants themselves do not
 become rich by exchanging for the equivalent; they become rich by their
 skilled eye and flair and by the luck of being there when the big spender
 arrives. And the luck of having being born in Myanmar where their fathers
 knew where the rare rubies are found, having the connections to obtain
 Chinese silks and the luck of having eluded Shan bandits in the mountain
 passes. No one is more superstitious than merchants.

 Every society that functions in its environment, that is not in a state of
 famine or siege, produces luxury products. In societies with apparendy the
 most rudimentary economies, one finds jewelry that took amazing skill to
 make, intricately woven feather headdresses, ceremonial masks?objects made
 to be worn not for everyday use but in feasts and then thrown away or given
 to someone else. Champagne is not made to be drunk alone; one pours cham
 pagne like water to one's guests or fills the bathtub with it for a woman one
 has picked up for an over-night stand in a city one is visiting for a convention.

 Does one have to say?economists do try to say?that the one who
 brings his leopard skin or the splendid blanket she made of bark fiber dyed
 with multicolored berries to the market is exchanging material goods for
 prestige? But that is a forced attempt to maintain the model of exchange of
 what others need for what one needs. Prestige is not something one needs
 as one needs food, clothing, and tools. It is the recognition by others of one's
 good fortune, one's happiness. And happiness is exhilaration, that is, reckless
 ness and freedom.
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 But one's good fortune, one's happiness, is not constituted by the recog
 nition of others. The fortunate one parting with a polar bear skin or a woven
 blanket sees in the recognition by others of his good fortune a secondary
 confirmation of his happiness. Let us emphasize that it is a secondary side
 effect. The one who comes back from foraging or from the hunt with a bag
 ful of fruit or a deer and calls upon everyone around to feast with him is not
 motivated by some kind of Hegelian process whereby he can only recognize
 himself and his good fortune by having it recognized by others. To the con
 trary; his sense of being lucky, of being happy is immediate, and happiness
 breaks out in laughter, and laughter exists in contagion. Everybody rushes to
 the side of the lucky one, in the hunt, in foraging, in battle, in gambling, for
 luck is contagious. We laugh; his laughter is an initiative or an attitude he
 takes up marking his distinction from us; his separate identity and that of the
 others appears as epiphenomenal and ephemeral as that of waves that rise in
 the agitation of the sea.

 What about that fundamental market at the basis of society, which
 Levi-Strauss and Nietzsche have argued is not the exchange of commodi
 ties, but the exchange of people? Levi-Strauss defined marriage as a con
 tract whose rules have been drawn up by men for the distribution of

 women, those economic assets. But Georges Bataille has instead empha
 sized the festive essence of marriage.

 For the father, his daughter is not simply an economic asset he has pro
 duced; she is a luxury object. He does not barter her for goods and services;
 he gives her away. He gives her away in a great podatch feast where he also
 squanders great quantities of his wealth on rare foods and champagne. Luck
 and prodigality spread by contagion: the wedding guests, carried away in the
 festivity, will be inspired to do likewise; a great wedding launches the whole
 cornmunity in a podatch competition of great weddings. The mother says I
 have not lost a daughter; I have gained a son. She does not mean that in
 exchange for her daughter's help in the kitchen she is getting a son to mow
 her lawn and fix the car. She means that she is a woman rich, rich in resources

 but especially rich in love, and she is overjoyed to have a son whose new home
 she can finance, on which to lavish her time to babysit when they want to go
 out to the concert or on vacation and to whom to leave her savings when she
 dies. The bridegroom gives his bride to all the men to kiss. He will bring her
 home and think that nothing is too good for her; she deserves the finest
 clothes, and rarest jewels. He will prove this periodically, by sinking weeks,

 months, of his labor to buy her glamorous gifts on her birthday, on the
 anniversary of their marriage. He will take her to balls clad in glamorous
 gowns with plunging neckline to give her to everyone as a feast for their eyes.
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 This deep-seated conviction, that love and having at one's side such a
 body productive of pleasures are not earned and paid for, but gifts of luck, is
 even more evident among the very poor. The Brazilian day laborer who has
 nothing but who has a lover inexhaustibly prodigal in kisses and caresses
 deems himself the luckiest man in the world. On the anniversary of their
 engagement, this woman in a slum in Mexico City does not deprive her hus
 band of the plain food he needs to sustain his strength in his grueling facto
 ry job; instead she fills their shanty with wild flowers of which the earth is
 prodigal and which she finds in the railroad embankment. How many mil
 lions of gays and lesbians lead today's culture to repudiate every thought of
 that political and economic contract which is marriage, every thought of
 contract in their sexuality in which they see nothing but chance, in their
 loves in which they see nothing but luck!

 We can then see that the forms of transactions at the basis of the forms

 of society which Lindenbaum distinguishes are doubled up and undermined
 by festive, celebratory forms, just as in the hub cities of advanced capitalism
 the Casino is next to the Stock Market, and indeed the Casino is in the Stock

 Market .We can see these festive, celebratory forms in our societies today, and
 it is probable that they always existed in the markets of all kinds of societies.

 Potlatch of Body Fluids

 "Give Blood"?it stands out as the sincerest, most uncynical cry in a
 media and billboard world where marketing experts tease, deceive, badger
 and befool us all day and all night. "Give blood"?the meaning and Tightness
 of those words are understood on every continent, in every culture. It is only
 individuals and peoples really down and out that sell blood. The most pre
 cious liquid is beyond all price. Blood is life?fluid life; to sense the cours
 ing of our blood is to sense our fluid bodies, our fluid identities. Blood is to
 be given, given freely, given freely to the unlucky, victims of car crashes, of
 leukemia, of failed operations in hospitals, as blood, life is given, freely, by
 luck, to us. Giving blood, to one's lover, to one's child, to one's parent, to
 one's wounded buddy on the battlefront is the strongest affirmation of the
 pure luck of having that lover, child, parent, buddy.

 Men identify their being lucky with being sexually potent. It is true that
 nowadays there are semen banks where the down and out can sell their
 semen. For those who are not so unlucky, there is the sense that semen has

 no price. It is only in the very worst of households, spouses of aristocrats who
 so crave children so as to have something on their own, spouses denied

 voluptuous nights with their husbands, who speak of marriage rights?the
 right originally set up in ecclesiastical law of a woman to the semen of her
 husband, of the right of a husband to use his wife to reproduce his lineage.
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 But for most, semen is that male milk, to be given unstintingly, like cham
 pagne poured out prodigally, like the seed the meadows scatter to the winds.
 Now the microscope has revealed to us that a single male ejaculation con
 tains spermatozoa enough to repopulate the entire planet were all the rest of
 humanity rendered sterile, as a single tree scatters seed enough to repopulate
 the entire forest.

 And what is more universally understood on the seven continents than
 a woman giving of her breast-milk to the infant of the woman who has
 none? This image appears in the work of every photographer who visits a
 refugee camp and sets out to show that these people are not the criminals
 and scum their pursuers have proclaimed them to be.

 Potlatch of Body Parts

 All those tusks, fangs, shells, and plumes that the young hunter in the
 Eastern Highlands of Irian Jaya grafts into his nostrils, ears, arms, head, so
 magnifying his body function as amulets in which the weapons and power
 of the most lordly animals of the mountains and seas are at his service in the
 hunt and in combat. He offers them in exchange to her father for his
 daughter. Grafted onto his, or his father-in-law's body, they are prostheses,
 supplementary body parts. But as talismans they serve to proclaim him
 lucky. As such they are also made to be given away. No more than a king
 sells his crown to his debtors does a warrior in Irian Jaya sell his shimmer
 ing headdress of bird-of-paradise plumes to a tourist or to a Javanese mer
 chant marketing steel axes and mosquito netting. As his father-in-law roasts
 all the pigs he owns to celebrate the giving away of his daughter, this young

 man throws into the potlatch feast all the tusks of wild boars, the beaks of
 cassowaries with whom he has contended, the claws and plumes of eagles,
 and shells he has braved long treks down the slippery paths of the danger
 ous jungle to obtain from alien people who plunge into the shark-patrolled
 ocean for them.

 And today too there is the deep feeling that all objects that can be graft
 ed onto the body to enhance its splendor are luxury products and gifts by
 nature.The most successful businesswoman buys costume jewelry for herself,
 but the real jewels, the ruby earrings and the diamond ring must be gifts.
 Even her stay in a Beverly Hills clinic for a face-lift has to be the gift of her
 lover. Men can purchase Swatches, but the gold Rolex must be a gift. A

 young man may finance his own crotch-rocket motorcycle, but his spaceman
 helmet should be a gift from his lover. The supreme virile glamour of a body
 builder is a luxury product. He must not use this superlative musculature to
 demand extra pay for extra work, but his honor holds him to be always there

 whenever a woman, a stranger, or a weakling is being picked on.
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 Potlatch of Productive Body Parts

 Karl Marx eloquently analyzed the resources industrial capitalist society
 finds in human bodies. For industry people are hair that gums up, that loses
 its luster, its bounce, that gets gray, that falls out; people are teeth that get yel
 low, brown with smoking or tobacco-chewing, that accumulate plaque and
 acids and foul odors; people are feet whose arches fall, which develop odors,

 whose toes develop fungus between them; people are stomachs that get
 acidic, that develop cramps, that bloat after Thanksgiving and Christmas

 meals, that develop gas that awakens the body at night. To pay for shampoo
 and jeans, foot powder and workshoes, toothpaste and beer, hamburgers and
 antacids, the workers sell their manpower, their skilled hands or just the brute

 force of their arms and back, their 20-20 vision, their brainpower, or their
 imagination. Industry purchases men as hands without decision-capacity, as
 labor-force without understanding, as calculative faculties without imagina
 tion, as ambition without heart, as ordering faculties without whim or
 caprice. Men in the army are arms, armed forces; the soldier is detached from
 his understanding and decision. The advertising agent's imagination is
 detached from his own desires; the capitalist himself from his fancy and his
 tastes. The capitalist who trades the family home for industrial property and
 invests the family reputation in a commercial logo, invests all his brainpower
 in the factory, he capitalizes on his virility to acquire the kind of wife that

 will be a corporate asset; he sells himself as surely as do the laborers.
 Marx denounced this dominant take on human bodies as sets of produc

 tive body-parts and consuming body-parts with the conception of alienation.
 Capitalist society not only alienates a worker from the instruments and
 resources of his labor and from the fruits of his labor, but further alienates him

 from his own body-parts, forcing him to sell his arms, his back, his brain, his
 imagination to another. The notion of alienation invokes the notion of the
 integral man who would belong to himself, possess his own arms and legs,

 have a brain of his own and have his own imagination and fancy and will.
 But does not this conception of alienation derive from the dominance of

 the notion of possession, which notion precisely capitalism makes sovereign?
 Bourgeois society, by drowning the most heavenly ecstasies of religious fervor,

 chivalrous enthusiasm, and Philistine sentimentalism in the icy water of egotis
 tical calculation, by pitilessly tearing asunder the modey feudal ties that bound

 man to his "natural superiors" and leaving remaining no other nexus between
 man and man than naked self-interest, has made the notion of possession,
 appropriation, acquisition coextensive with the person. To exist as a person is
 to maintain all one's parts and their properties under one's own control.

 What in fact doubles up and undermines the society that transacts with
 productive and consuming body parts is a different kind of practice, with
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 those very body parts. The hand is not only a boney hook for taking and
 shaping; it is the organ for giving, and giving energizes its movements. "Let

 me give you a hand"?says one worker to a novice or weaker worker who
 is being paid the same for his manpower. "Come give us a hand!" shout the
 team trying to shift an I-beam or deal with the crates spilled out of a truck
 to workers employed on other tasks in the yard. If we say that it is in the con
 tractual relationship signed by the hand of the employer with men for the
 strength and skill of their hands that industrial capitalist society is formed,
 how can we not see that it is in those countless acts of giving a hand, in fac
 tories, on docks, in garages, on highways, and in back alleys that humanity is
 acknowledged and formed?

 Medicins sans frontieres, Greenpeace, physicians spending their vacations
 performing cleft palette surgery on peasant children in Guatemala and in
 Thailand so that they will grow up being able to smile, nurses working in
 refugee camps on five continents, amateur naturalists spending their vacations
 doing bird censuses on Caribbean islands, people rushing out to help when
 whales are beached?people giving a hand.

 Minds are devoted, in medical laboratories, in the rain forest, in isolated
 stations in Antarctica to unlock the secrets of plague-bearing viruses, of intri
 cate ecosystems within ecosystems, of the ozone shield, of the formation of
 the solar system five billion years ago, of the final apocalypse of the universe
 a trillion trillion light-years from now. Minds disconnected from the noise
 and fury of the market, connected onto thin columns of ants, the thin strands
 of synapses in the bodies of bats, electron microscopes, carbon-dating equip
 ment, gene-analysis equipment, telescopes in outer space. Brainpower in the
 right places in industry is to be sure highly paid. But so many of these
 researchers are researching things that will never have market value. And

 what do they do after hours, weekends? Their brains continue to research.
 What do they do after they retire? They research. Potlatch of brainpower.

 The soldiers arrived in Haiti to give the Haitians a hand at overthrow
 ing dictator Raoul Cedras.They were greeted by throngs with shouts of wel
 come and upraised hands, as liberators. I walked the streets of Port-au-Prince,
 seeing these battle-hardened combat troops playing with and giving snacks
 to ragged street kids. I took some photos, but I thought that there are always
 photos of soldiers playing with orphaned beggar street kids in the wake of
 every battle. So that night in the veranda of the old hotel with free-lance
 reporters, stringers from a half-dozen countries, I said, "Soldiers are soldiers,
 tell me some bad stories, about them." "There aren't any," they replied. A
 Belgian journalist told me he saw them, black soldiers but white also, against
 strict orders, sharing their rations with Haitians. A Dutch woman journalist
 had photos of a soldier carrying on his back to the hospital a man wounded
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 by the toutons macouts.A Chilean woman had seen that in Cap-Haitian. An
 Australian stringer had seen that in Souvenance.

 Death is potlatch. It is the ultimate letting it all go, giving it all away, for
 nothing. Throughout history, death and life overlapped, such that living was
 dying. Mothers often died in childbearing, giving birth to a life not their
 own and dying. Mothers expected to die about the time their children gave
 birth to children. In Bali, parents who live on after their children have had
 children are treated as survenants, ghosts lingering where they are out of
 place. People experienced their labor, when the life in them was most pow
 erful and most intense, as a dying: to labor is to expend one's forces. One
 should not, because one cannot, conserve one's forces.You worked all a life

 time and in the end gave it all away, took nothing with you, not even your
 corpse, for you went nowhere. That you die by a stroke of bad luck shows
 that you were lucky to have lived. Happiness consists in knowing that one
 lives by luck, and in the reckless freedom of staking one's life. A wedding
 feast, an extravagant gift, an exhausting effort made to rescue someone lost at

 sea or in an avalanche, a life spent in research that brought no profit and per
 haps ended in a dead end?all these forms of potlatch got their meaning
 from death, were festive and celebratory ways of dying.

 But now death, that ultimate potlatch, is pushed further and further from
 view. As every decade passes, people are living a year longer. Soon they will
 be living another forty years after retirement. Immortality is dawning in lab
 oratories: scientists have already discovered the biochemical which programs
 how many times a cell will replicate before it is exhausted. They have already
 succeeded in altering that biochemical, and have produced fruit fly cells,

 which normally replicate 90 times, that now replicate three hundred times.
 They have produced old mice that are as strong and energetic as young mice;
 they have produced patches of human skin whose individual cells now repli
 cate four and five times the normal. Foreseeable within a century will be a
 planet whose people live three hundred years. Critical for a humanity that
 lives on exchange will be the daunting task of keeping people consuming so
 that they will be treated as having a right to exist in humanity. Will potlatch
 survive in a humanity become immortal? Will feasts, celebrations, luxury
 gifts, will giving blood, giving milk, giving a hand survive?
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